Day 1 Corrections

Case # | Change
--- | ---
2.70  | Correct answer should be:
      | 0HR8X73 Replacement, Skin Buttock (0HR8)
      | 0HRJX73 Replacement, Skin, Upper Leg, Left (0HRJ)
      | (Character for qualifier listed incorrectly)
      | (Correction to Student Manual Answer Key, page 250)

2.77  | Correct answer should be:
      | 0QHG08Z Insertion of device in, Tibia, Right (0QHG)
      | 0QHJ08Z Insertion of device in, Fibula, Right (0QHJ)
      | (Character for device listed incorrectly)
      | (Correction to Student Manual Answer Key, page 251)